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Goals for migration from 
On-premise Oracle DB to 
AWS PostgreSQL

It brings in huge benefits such as cost saving, 

improving response time, etc.  There are several 

ways in which this is done strategically and we shall 

now look into one of the prominent ways to do it. 

Also, we shall encounter the possible challenges 

faced and the ways to mitigate them.

The cost of ownership and need of agility triggers 

migration from an Oracle database to another target 

database. It can save a lot of money e.g.

Also, when an enterprise migrate certain applications 

to cloud, they need to purchase new license which 

they earlier shared with non-migrated applications. 

These enterprises also find this to be the right time 

to make any changes in their architecture as it is 

optimal to combine this change with the other cloud 

related changes and have a single testing cycle as 

a whole. 

we helped one of our 
clients to save 

with Oracle to 
PostgreSQL migration. 

$37 million 

https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/12529/437901/uncover-millions-in-savings-by-migrating-from-oracle-db-to-postgresql
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You can study the current schema and state of 

database architecture to conduct assessments for 

migration. There are three stages on assessments 

such as the architectural assessment, schema 

assessment and application code assessment.

a. Architectural assessment: 

you can study the current architecture in terms of 

various factors and it is vital to assess the desirable 

changes expected in architecture for a long term 

based on cost, performance and benefits weighing 

the impact of adopting them during the migration 

itself. Some of the useful important changes 

considered to avoid risks are

 

• Supporting PGSql for prepackaged application

• Predicting the possibility of historical data surge

• Adopting vertical sharding to split load between 

different modules

• Separating read only transaction

• Separating file storage 

• Refactoring Oracle scheduled jobs

• Using features like VPD, versioned views with 

refactoring technique

By these ways you can increase performance and 

scalability of the database

The Execution Phases 
of Migration

Discovery1.
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b. Schema assessment: The impact 

and compatibility of the current schema with 

PostgreSQL were studied. There are differences 

between the datatype, indexes of Oracle and 

PostgreSQL so it is important to know and 

understand the equivalents to map it right. For 

example, virtual columns are not available in 

PostgreSQL so you can use Views to accept the 

columns in order to minimize the impact.

c. Application code assessment: If you 

design the applications for ORM then it is easy to 

migrate to PostgreSQL else the inline queries need 

to be migrated using manual methods and tools. 

In this phase you need to strategize and create 

blue prints of migration to avoid future risks. It 

consists of 

a. DB target state deployment architecture

b. Data migration strategy for initial load   

 and CDC

c. Initial data transfer strategy

d. Bandwidth needs

e. Schema migration and data migration   

 tool selection

f. Cutover and downtime strategy

g. Application design changes

Solution and Plan2.
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Schema migration and testing: You can execute 

Schema conversion using the tools chosen in the 

solution phase followed by schema verification 

to ensure all relevant DB objects such as index, 

constraints, partition and datatype are successfully 

migrated. From the application point of view, the 

application level inline queries or functions are 

altered. Also, if you have catered them for any 

design changes or architectural changes, you need 

to implement them in this phase. The changes made 

are tested in the lower environment- the non-prod 

environment using the available regression suit 

Data migration and testing: Following the blue print 

from the solution phase, you need to migrate data 

for a seamless cutover in the below order

a. Lower environment data migration and   

 testing

b. Performance testing to meet the   

 performance and scalability SLAs

c. Production data migration 

d. Data sanity testing to ensure data validation

Implementation Phase3.
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The final set of data migration takes 

place here where you can closely monitor 

database and applications for at least a week 

to stabilize any functional or performance 

issues post which you can optimize cost 

and capacity as a part of support stage. 

This phase is crucial as it carries out intense 

care in determining seamless transition 

from on-premise to cloud and also minimize 

the downtime as much as possible. 

Despite the continuous monitoring and intense care, you can expect few execution challenges in this 

database migration due to

It is ideal to address these risks by predicting them even before the discovery phase so that you can 

uncover all dependencies and mitigate the risks. 

Cutover and stabilization phase4.

Reasons for execution challenges

Lack of 
knowledge 

on few 
applications

Lack of 
automated 
regression 

testing 

Lack of 
performance 

testing 
practice

Cutover 
complexity
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Technical aspect of 
PostgreSQL deployment 
in AWS

1. AWS Deployment: you can  choose one of the 

following deployment options in AWS

a. PostgreSQL on EC2

b. RDS

c. Aurora

d. Aurora Serverless

When you compare the above options, it 

is safe to say that Aurora is a favorable  

choice to make as it has the right balance 

of various factors such as flexibility, agility, 

performance, elasticity, etc. 

2. Schema Conversion: The most common tools 

used for Schema conversion in AWS are AWS 

SCT and Ora2pg. 

3. Data migration in AWS: DMS, the native data 

migration tool is the preferred choice for migration 

that supports both full and differential load. In 

case you cannot use DMS, there are licensed 

tools available like HVR and very rarely you might 

have to come up with custom solutions but they 

are not preferred. 
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When enterprises try to migrate from Oracle DB to PsotgreSQL, they tend to face many challenges, 

queries and concerns which we will discuss below one by one for better understanding along with some 

useful mitigating tips

While migrating small databases (100GB or less) are quite direct using AWS DMS, it is not the 

same with large database. For database of more than 1 TB, there are many options available 

to migrate like

a. Snowball from AWS for initial load and then start DMS to perform capture data 

b. Use High volume data replication (HVR) tool for CDC

c. Use data replicator or full converter for CDC using DMS

If the business logics are written in functions or stored procedures or packages, it could not be 

easy to migrate as PostgreSQL does not support creating packages. But, we have procedures 

and functions in appropriate schema to do it. 

AWS schema migration tools allow you to convert simple and medium procedures and functions 

up to 75% automatically. But, for complex procedures and function, you need to rewrite it 

manually for migration as the tools may not be able to understand the complexity. 

A VPN enforces security and provides access to limit data visibility across users. In Oracle DB 

it helps to access data based on policies defined at row and column level while in PostgreSQL, 

you can mitigate it based on row level polices which is applicable for all users.

Challenges and mitigations in Oracle DB to 
PostgreSQL migration

Migrating large databases 

Migrating all DB objects

Tools to convert stored procedure

Migrating virtual private database

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Edition- based objects helps to upgrade or downgrade the database component with minimal 

downtime while in use. However, it is not supported directly in PostgreSQL but you can mitigate 

it by creating all objects and mapping to required versions.

Partition table helps in managing your data and PostgreSQL supports it from Aurora 11.7 onwards 

with few restrictions. Tools available in market do not generate these tables during migration so 

you need to manually create and map it while loading.

PostgreSQL do not support both virtual columns and synonyms. However, you can mitigate 

them by writing triggers during DML operation for Virtual columns while you need to wrap table 

using views and procedures using functions for synonyms. 

If you expect equal performance in PostgreSQL and Oracle, yes, it is possible. But you need to 

consider multiple options to obtain it. For instance, at the DB level and DB object level you  can 

expect same performance by

a. Creating index (DB object level)

b. Tuning DB parameters

c. Rewriting queries using alternative features in PostgreSQL by seeing query plan

An autonomous transaction is an independent transaction that is initiated by another transaction. 

In Aurora PostgreSQL level, the auto commit is always on and cannot be turned off or controlled 

but you can do so by taking it to the application level. 

There are various reasons for migration from Oracle DB to PostgreSQL and it is not an easy task to do as 

it can be challenging and time consuming due to the data types and structure but with these practiced 

mitigation processes and tips, you can ensure a safe and quick transition from Oracle DB to PostgreSQL 

other. You can be confident about business continuity without hindrances during migration. 

Migrating editioning defined objects

Moving partitioned tables

Achieving transaction control and autonomous transaction

Converting virtual columns and synonyms in PostgreSQL

Expecting same performance in PostgreSQL as in Oracle DB

5.

6.

9.

7.

8 .
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